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English 

INTERACTION 

In order to correctly u e the disks enclosed with this manual, please follow these instructions. 

You may use the mouse exclusively. In this manual "left click" means "click the left mouse button" and "right 

click" means "click the right mouse button". 

THE SCREEN i divided into four areas from top to bottom: 

- The icon bar appears when the an·ow cur or i brought to the top of the screen. 

- The central area is where the adventure takes place. 

- The dialogue box is where text appears. 

- The bottom line is where the names of objects, places and characters appear. 

THE FUNCTION OF THE CURSORS 
Moving the arrow cursor on the screen correspond to "looking at" or "acting upon". It enables you to find: 

-Exi1sordirectiomtogowhichappearas "swinging door" icon or green arrows depending on the location. 

-Particular objects, places and characters whose names appear on the bottom line. 

The object cursor appears when you pick up or use an object. 

The "OK" cursor appears when there is text to be read. When you have read the text on the screen left click to 

bring up the next part of the ex or to continue ifthere is no more text. Right click to skip the text and continue. 

HOW TO USE OBJECTS 
When you left click the arrow cur or on a usable object, you pick up the object and the cursor becomes an object 
cw-sor: 

-The object goes into your inventory when you right click. 

- The object can be used by left clicking the object cursor on another object, place or character. The 

message: 

"USE (object) ON (object, place or character)" appear on the bottom Line. Left click to proceed with the 

action. Right click to abort the action. 

2 INVENTORY 
The inventory can be opened by right clickin . The objects that you currently have in the inventory will be 
displayed. 

To use an object on another object in the inventory: 

I . Take an object in the inventory by le clitk.ing the arrow cursor on the object. 

2. Bring the object cursor to the icon bar at the top of the screen. 

3. Left click the object cursor on the INVENTORY icon. 

4. Left click the object cursor on the desired object. 

English 

THE ICON BAR 

Six functions are available by bringing the airnw cursor to the top of the screen and left clicking it on the 
desired icon. Right click to exit a function. 

1. CONTROL PANEL 
SA VE: Left click on SA VE when you want to save at a point in the game. There are 30 lines on 
which 30 games can be aved. 
Choose a line by left clicking on the up or down arrow and then left click on the desired line. The 
name of the place in the game will appear automatically or you can type in a different name. 

w•~ LOAD: Left click on LOAD when you want to restore a previously saved game. Choose a line by 
left clicking on the up or down arrow and then left click on the desired saved game. 
Pictures of where the games were saved appear in the window. 
QUIT: Left click on QUlT when you want to quit the game. 

2.JOKERS 
There are a few "jokers" avai lable in various places throughout the game that wil 1 give you some 

...::=-i hint if you are stuck. You are only allowed to use three. 

3.NOTEBOOK 
Clues (INDEX), dialogues with the main characters (DIALOGUE) and what has happened in the 
game (MEMO) are automatica lly recorded (indicated by a flashing notebook icon) and can be 
checked as often as you want.You also have an additional page (the last page ofMEMO)to type 

l.lillillllm&!l your own notes. Left click on your choice: INDEX, DlALOGUE, MEMO, NEXT PAGE or 
PREYlOUS PAGE (in MEMO) or EXIT. 

4. INVENTORY 
This is another way to open the inventory. 

S.MOVEMENT 
A "map" of each of the three locations allows you to go directly to a place that you have already 
visited. Left click on the name of the place on the "map" that you want to go to. 

6.0PTIONS 
MUSIC: Left click on MUSIC to turn the music on or off. An">" indicates thatthe music is on. 

I 'J:rt j INFO: Left click on INFO to see the date, time, percentage of the game completed and 
L...:.;;.,.,:_ total amount of time in the game. 
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0 REPORT CONCERNING 
THE ACTIVITlES 
OF JARLATH EQUS 
~ 'A~r ~tkni1L 
apttt Vi t""f»'t:4.I et~ 

SUGGF.STED POINT OF INTERCEPTION: PARIS - 1992 

l 
l 

THE NEW EVENT - MAY - N°90 

THE CONCLUSIONS OF THE "AMERICIUM 1492" AFFAIR 
AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH AN S.T.P AGENT 

The ew Eve11t: Agent Melkior, can you remind us of the 
role of the Space-Time Police in 2092? 
MELKIOR: A you know. recent discoveries allow us LO 

travel back in time with the use of a simple instrumem worn 
on the wrist that generates an intense magnetic field. Time 
travel i a privilege and is limited LO a few trusted people. 
The inevitable consequences of uch an extraordinary 
discovery lead to the creation of the Committee for Tempo
ral Ethics. Only observation of the past is authorized. Any 
other sort of intervention is forbidden because of the danger 
involved. 
N.E.: You have just solved the case of the stolen 
Americium 1492 that we all heard about. 
M.: I'm not the only one who deserve the credit. We owe 
much more to Doralice Prunelier, a lovely person who lives 
in 1992, for the solution to the case. I met her in 1840, 
aboard a hip called the Briscarde where I was working 
disguised a a cook. 
N.E.: It seems that the S.T.P. prefers to use persons 
from the past for interventions. Can you explain to us 
how she wa chosen? 

M.: Well, Jarlath Equ . the criminal I was following. not only went 
back in time, he also innuenced events. For that reason, the "Theory 
of Po sible Futures" was LO be applied and hi · fate was doomed. We 
just had to choo e from all the possible future , a temporal line that 
included his death as punishment and. of couse, one that included the 
existence of Doralice Prunel ier. 
N.E.: Precisely what mistake did Jarlath make? 
M.: His first mistake was to marry, in 1840, Velvet Rochefort de la 
Pruneliere after having cau ed the death of her father. Hi second 
mistake was to bring to the I land of St. 
CrisLObald his "treasure" (the stolen goods) and a slave named 
Yoruba. Yoruba had a child with Velvet and Doralice Prunelier i 
a direct descendant of that child several generation later. Our 
historians detected the temporal wound cau:,ed by those two event 
which allowed us LO localize Jarlath on this Caribbean Island. 
N.E.: And you neutralized Jarlath on that island? 
M.: ot me. Doralice. I wasn't able to localize both the individual 
and the "treasure". And I was in danger of losing one or the other. 
It wa necessary for him to be confident of his plan in order for me 
to be able to track him down. He wasn't cautious with Dora lice. who 
wa> a dangerous opponent. She was the one who defeated him . 

. E.: Has Doralice been informed of her role in the whole affair? 
M.: TheCodeofTemporal Ethics forbid uch a thing. Shecontinued 
her life in the 20th century. Normally she wouldn't be aware of 
anything, but I really would like to have her as a partner again. 

s 
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CONTACTS DURING OPERATION 

YORUBA 
The descendant of a family of Egyptian priests and the guardian of his tribe's treasure, the 
sarcophagu of Pharaoh Amenotep. He was taken from his tribe by Jarlath, who brought him to the 
Island of St. Cristobald and made him a slave. He became the lover of Jarlath's wife, Velvet Rochefort 

de la Pruneliere. Domlice and Melkior will free him while aboard the ship sailing Lo Europe. 

VELVET 
Jarlath married her to inherit the plantation and her father' name. Neglected by her hu band and 
lonely during his long ab ences. she fell in love with Yoruba and had a child by him. She will lead 
Doralice to Maximin. 

PHILIBERT 
The Captain of the Bri carde. Jarlath paid him to sink the ship transporting the sarcophagus off the 
shore of the manor he own on the Atlantic Coast in Europe. His men fear him because of his 
revolver with a magnetic grip that works only with his magnetized rings. 

OSWALD 
A sailor on the Briscarde. He hates the Captain and is waiting for the opportunity to stan a mutiny. 
Doralice will help him steal the Captain's revolver in exchange for the promise that he will help 
here cape. 

MA KAND AL 
The healer on the I land of St. Cristobald. He pends his time trying to avoid the excessive passion 
of Delia. Doralice will have Lo convince him to heal Yoruba. 

DELIA 
The fortune teller and Velvet's confidant. She is madly in love with Makandal and pend hertime 
concocting love potions to use on him. She will help Doralice find Velvet. 

CELEUCIE 
The cook at the plantation and Amilcar' mother. Velvet entru t Maximin to her care but Jarlath 
succeeds in distracting her and endangering Maximin' life. 

AMILCAR 
The young son of Celeucie and Makandal. He trie to fool Doralice but he will 
lead her to Makandal. 

SERAPIO 
The storyteller. He know everything that happen on the plantation, e pecially about the arrival 
of Jarlath and the death of Velvet's father. Unfortunately, he loses hi voice and cannot speak. 
When Doralice heal him he will help her to enter the plantation. 
MAXIMIN 
The on of Yoruba and Velvet and the great-great grandfather of Doralice. His life is in great danger because of 
Jarlath. 
GALIPO 
The parrot that Makandal gave to the Captain. When Philibert locks Doralice in his cabin it deters her from 
searching the place. 
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START UP PROCEDURE 

1-AMIGA 

In ert Disk 1 in the drive. Switch on your computer the software will be automatically loaded. 

GENERAL REMARKS on the best operating conditions for the PC HD and 
PC CD-ROM versions. 

-Your computer ha to have a total of 570 Kbytes of conventional RAM memory 
available(nottakingintoaccountextended memory). 
-Your computer has to have at least J 50 Kbytes extended XMS memory available. 
-To hear the sound track, the soundcard has to be compatible with SoundBlaster 
or ProAudio. 

2- IBM PC AND COMPATIBLES, HARD DISK 

Insert Disk 1 in Drive A( or B) and type A:INST ALL, then press ~or B :INST ALL and pres 
~ and follow the instructions on the creen. The installation offers you the choice of the disk 

driveC:, D:,E: ... , but creates automatically a sub-directory COKTEL/LOST. All you have to do 
to strut is to get into the directory COKTEL by typing CD COKTEL, then pre ~. 
Type LOST and pre ~ . 

COMMENTS 

Al If you load the game through DOS and wi h to change the configuration of your PC 
(graphic card, ound card, mouse, etc.), all you have to do is to get into the directory 
COKTEL/LOSTby typing CD COKTEL\LOST, then load the game by typingSETUP 
and~. 

BI If you don't have enough RAM (you will be informed of this on the screen). 
You can increase conventional memory space, you can do this by: 
-decreasing the numberof files and buffers in yourCONFIG.SYS file. To make changes 
tothisfileconsultyourmicro-computermanual.Afterusingthegameitisimperativethat 
you restore the CONFIG.SYS file to its original state. 
N.B: the number of files must be at least 16. 
-creating a bootable system disk using a virgin disk. To do this follow the instructions in 
your MS-DOS manual. Whenever you want to u e this game, insert thi disk in the drive 
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before switching on the computer. Start the game in the manner indicated above. 

C/Tomakethemostofyourmachine' capacitie ,compressreguJarlyyourhardclisk(e.g. 
by using a COMPRESS tool). 

DI In case of a problem, please check all the above-mentioned point , then set up the 
configuration of your sound card (channel OMA and IRQ number) using the advanced 
configuration option of the Set-up menu. 

3-CDROM 

Insert the CD in the CD ROM drive. 
Get on to your CD path (e.g. D:), type INSTALL, then press4--J Follow the instruction 
on the screen. After loading, all you have to do to start is to get into thedirectoryCOKTEL 
and type LOST, then press<)---! . 

COMMENTS 

A/If at a later point you want to change the configuration of your PC (graphic 
card, sound card, mouse, etc.), get into the directory COKTEL/LOST by 
typing CD COKTEL\LOST. Load the game by typing SETUP and then 
press <J--! 

B/ If you don ' t have enough RAM, refer to chapter 2, paragraph B, IBM 
compatible PC, of the Start-up procedure. 

Cl In case of a problem, refer to chapter2, paragraph D, IBM compatible PC. 

8 CARRY OUT THE PROTECTION TEST( except for CD ROM ver ion) 

You have a small booklet made up of col ors with a letter and numberon them. The test takes 
place on the screen where you will see three displays and a keyboard with 8 coloured and 
numbered keys. 
A code will appear made up of a letter and three figures e.g. C 127. Take your booklet, find 
the colour corresponding to thi code e.g. Green. Press the number key corresponding to the 
said colour, then pre s <)---! . 
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